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I. Significance of the Problem 
With the extensive and ever-expanding exposure of youth to motion pic-
tures, a more sensitive value system, partioularly in aesthetics, as well as 
sharpened skills in critioal thinking become signifioant factors in the educa-
tive process. The basis for such a statement rests in the fact that at present 
we have a plethora of movie-goers; what we lack is a proportionate number of 
movie-oritics. The change will be effected through a discriminatory faculty: 
the abUi ty to appreciate and discern truth and beauty in the art of the cine-
rna. Such a disposition presupposes learning and insights that establish cri-
teria for forming a hierarchy of values and making judgments. 
The value of this thesis rests on the basiC assumption that motion pic-
tures have a place in the high school currioulum. The specific area within th 
curriculum that seems most suited for the stuqy of motion pictures is the Eng-
lish program. This is not a novel suggestion. As early as 1940 such a propo-
sal was made by Hardy R. F'inch who believed that 
the time has come for the definite placement of the motion picture 
in the currioul~~. Therefore, I propose that teachers of English 
who are interested in the motion picture develop courses on this 
1 
2 
subject !nd incorporate them as part at the secondary school cur-
riculum. 
The movement to actually incorporate a course on motion pictures tor ap'" 
proved credit has been fiagrantly retarded. Up to the present, educators have 
been generally content to acknowledge a place to cinema study mostly in the 
area at extra...aurncular study. Motion picture study clubs are common acti vi-
ties for after-school hours. Until it. is a recognized area ot study, however, 
the motion picture seems to be somewhat of an appendage for SChools-and a 
presumably dispensatile one at that. 
It seems strange that as contemporar,y to our SOCiety as the motion pictur 
is, it is relegated a secondary consideration in education in lieu at the 
medieval forms of the ballad, the epiC, and other archaic art torms. Ot cours 
these latter forma have established their value as artistic expressions ot and 
connoters of wisdom, beauty, and truth. At present, the motion picture is in-
volved in establishing its credits. The task of researchers today is to dete 
mine the film's efficacy in changing values, accelerating aChievement., modify-
ing behavior~ and influenoing learning. The task of educators today is to 
study the findings of research, determine their relevancy to meeting our stu-
dents t needs, and then pursue the course of action which will expediently fit 
research within the operative context of educational needs. Within this fr 
work, the motion picture has some degree of legitimaoy--the exaot degree is 
still debateable. 
At. the outset it would seem wise to give the assurance that in considerin 
lHardy R. Finch, "Motion Picture Aotivities in the School," The English 
Journal (June, 1940), 469. 
.3 
the motion picture as part of the secon~J English program the value of liter-
a.ry study is not threatened. On the contrary, in some oases the value of works 
of literature may very well be enhanced by insights gleaned through study of 
the film. In other instances, stUGY :f the motion pioture oan be a response 
to Violet Edwards' ohallenge to find ItnW things in our pupils' lives wit.h 
whioh we can work, linking up these with the required subject. matt.er of our 
< so-called traditi<nal or progressive cou.""Ses.ft2 And t.hen there is simply the 
value of the motion picture as part of an English ourriculum for the sake of 
expanding the students' appreciation of an art. torm. Unfortunately, the mOYie 
as an art form 1s still in an embryonic stage of appreciation. Commenting on 
this state of affairs, E.J. Shoben observes: 
• • • it is hard to find serious and sustained instances in which 
school ourricula have given vigorolls attention to the basio prob-
lem .. the development in children of an informed and discriminatory 
taste for cinematio art. The appreciation of the film has s eldam 
occupied teachers with ar~g even resembling the intensity with 
whioh the appreciation of literature, the visual arts .. or musio 
has; nor can one identify many schools in whioh j .• the words 
"art" and ftmovie" are used in the same sentence. 
Although Shoben's oomments were intended tor the college situation .. they seem 
just as pertinent .. if not more so .. for the secondary school. Just as we have 
borrowed his observation of the current state of affairs, so can we borrow his 
recommendation: 
2Violet Edwards, ·'Developing Critical Thinking through Motion Pictures 
and 1levspapers," The En~lish Journal, XXIX (April, 1940), .302 • 
.3E.J. Shoben, "Seeing and Hearing," Teacher College Recox:! (October, 
1964), 54. 
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The ti.me is ripe for a novel and constructive revi3ion of curricula 
that would contribute importantly to the building at a more in-
formed and tasteful, an~ therefore, a more demanding and responsive 
audienoe for the cinema..4 
In similar words the Vatican Secretariat voioes the recommendation that 
there be established in schools, as in organizations for youths 
and adults, groups to study the art of the motion picture. 
ay developing the critical sense, by refining the tastes 
and raising the cultural level of their members, these groups 
can render tremendous service in teaching how to judge films, 
and how to use them in a human and Christian manner.5 
Sansi tl ve to the implications of the above recamnendations and those of 
other authorities, a pilot study was initiated in a private high school to con-
cretize an effort to realize that the cinema is an art, which more than an:r 
other, speaks for our age and to our age. 
II. Statement of the Problem 
Within the framework of this pilot study, an e:xperimental design was 
structured to answer the following questions: 
1. wlw.t are the patterns of values of a group of high school seniors 
who are typical. of the general senior class population? 
2. After a six weeks study of the motion picture, what Changes, if any, 
were effected in the primB-r'J life values? 
3. what changes, if any, were effected in critical thinking skills? 
4. .l:iy' the end of the course, what differences, if Sl\Y exist between 
the experimental gro~ and the oontrol group? 
'Vatioan Secretariat, Pius XII. 
5. Are there significant sex differences in value patterns and in 
critical thinking? 
Ill. Definition or Terms 
For the purposes of this stu~ two operational definitions must be pre-
eented, 1;h;~t of "critical thinking" and of "values." For a definition of 'bri-
tical think1ngta that proposed by Watson and Glaser seems most suitable. They 
view critical thinking as a oomposite of skills, attitudes and knowledge. The 
authors specify these components to bel 
1) attitudes ot inquiry that involve an ability to recognize the exis-
tence of problems and an acceptanoe of the general need for evidence 
in support of what is asserted to be true; 
2) knowledge of the nature of valid inferences, abstractions, and gen-
eralizations in which the weight or accuracy of different kinds ot 
evidence are logically determined; and 
3) skills in employing and applying the above attitudes and knowledge.6 
The term "values" should be taken to mean basic interests or motives in 
personality, specifically six: theoretical, economiC, aesthetic, SOCial, poli-
tical and religious. This olassification, adopted by the authors of the "Stu~ 
of Values" and based on Fduard Spranger's work, TyPes of Men, has its defi-
cienoies as noted b;r the authors I 
He (Spranger) does not allow for formless or valueless personalities, 
nor for those who follow an expedient or hedonistic philosophy or 
lite. The neglect of sheerl;r sensuous values is a special weakness 
6Gov~jJ..X. ~,~tson and F.dward M. Glaser, Watson-Glaser Crt tical Thinld.!!i 
AApraisal Manual (lew York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 19()4), 10. 
in his typology. His attempt to reduce hedonistic choices partly to 
economic and partly to aesthetic values seems unconvincing. If the 
present scale appears to the users to take a somewhat exalted view 
of the organization of personality--negleoting both the "baser" 
values and vaJ..ues that are not permitted to reach the level of con-
SCious choice-the limitations must be regarded as inherent in 
Spranger's original formulation.1 
Despite the limited sense of "values" within the confines of this tax-
onomy, such e. def:tn. ..... tion is most functional for this study because of the in-
struroent used to measure values. 
10ordon W. Allport, Philip E. Vernon and Gardner Lindzey, Stugy of Values 
Manual (Boston. Houghton Mifflin COe, 1900), J. 
CHAPTER II 
REVI!lrl OF REl.ATED LITERATURE 
Since the early part of the oentury there has been evidenced an interest 
in the motion pioture as a valuable type of instructi,onal medium. As the in-
oorporation ot the motion picture into the classroom has been effected, re-
searoh studies have kept pace so as to relate to interested eduoators the value 
ot moVies within the ourriculum. As early as 1915 considerations were given 
to the role of motion pictures in the classroom. The initial work in the field 
was given impetus by the work of L.A. Averill who indicated the inherent value 
of films.l The general trends of investigation fram that point to the present 
have been summarized in a number of synopses relevant to audio-visual educa-
tional use. Significant sUl'lll'llaries in +~his area include the Rinder Summary o£ 
1939,2 the report of the American Council Committee on 140tion Pictures,3 the 
1950 Hoban-Van Ormer bibliography which summarizes instructional film research 
1L.A. Averill, "Educational Possibilities of the Motion Picture," Educa-
tional Review, L (November, 1915), 392. 
2James S. Kinder, Audio Visual Materials and Teohnicees (New York: Amer-
ioan Hoole Co., 1950). 
3Charles F. Hoban (ed.), Focus or, LearninB (washington, D.C: American 
Counoil un Eduoation, Committee on Motion Pictures in Education, 1942). 
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from 1918 to 1950,4 and most recently, the 1964 work of HaoLenJWl and Reid. wh1c 
sUl'll'llarizes the research on instructional television and tUms trom 19So to the 
present.S 
Research on audio-visual media has been particularly prolifio dur1ng the 
last tveoty years. In re'ri.ew1ng the literature related to this studJ, it would. 
seem neoe.aa.r.r tor organisational clarity to divide the reaearched material in-
to two areas. that researoh whioh deals w1:t.h 1) the ettectiveness of tone tilm 
regarding special subjects, various gJ"ad.e levels, and aOhieYelleDt, 2) the et-
fectivene8s of tilma in d.evel.op1nl attitud.ea or values and. critical thinldn,. 
A dearth of researoh exists in studies wbicb speoitioall.Y uam:1ne the moUon 
pioture as a subject in the educational ourrloul..umJ that is, although the f1l.lll 
baa been researched as an adjunct to a particular sub.1~, for example, hist 
scant evidence cCNld be found of fil.m8 being studied as a separate subject wi 
covering measurement and evaluation. 
Botb Wendtb and Cott1e7 aper1m.ented in the aooeleration ot world .history 
olassu on the secondary level througb the use ot films. In Wendt's study the 
4ohar1es F. Hoban and R.B. VanOrmer, "Instructional Fili Research 1918-
19So," Technioal Report. 500 269-7-19 (Port Washington, N.YI u.s. Naval Traini 
Devices Center, 1950). 
SDonald. W. )If.acLennan and Christopher J. :ael.d., Abstracts of Research on 
Instructional Television and Films (Stanford UniverSItYI InSt.itute tor CQIIIIlU-
iiIoations aesearch, 19l)Ji). -
0Paul. R. Wendt and Gordon K • .eutta, tlA Report ot an Experiment in the 
Acceleration of Teaohing 10th Grade World History with the Help of an Integra-
ted Series of Films- (Carbondale. General Publicationa of Sou.tbem Ill.1no1.s 
Uni versi 1i7 I 1900). 
7Eugene Cottle, -An Experiment using World Hist.ory Films with Selected. 
10th Grade Pupils, Implications for the !mprovaent of Teaching with Motion 
Pioture F1.las" (Doctor's thes1s. University of Southern Illinois, 1960). 
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eXperiment.al group was able to learn as much as the control group in just halt 
the time: they were shown films and were able to cover the material of the 
course in one semester; the control group took one full year to cover t.he same 
material without the use of the films. Additional research by Cottle indicated 
that the effect of films was equally as good for high achievers and low achieY .. 
ers. This auxiliary study which Cottle made also involved lOth graders in a 
world history class. 
Also in the area of achievement, Caspers8 found that achievement gains in 
creased With the number of films used in a psYChology course. In contrast, 
Homman9 who tested the relative effectiveness of film and non-film instruction 
of high school chemistry found that eleven of the twenty hypotheses tested in-
dicated that non-film students' achieVement scores were significantly higher 
than were film students' scores. The other nine hypotheses indicated no si&-
nifioant differences. 
Perhaps the discrepancy between Caspers and Homman can be somewhat resol 
by oonsideration of the intelligence faotor. Can the increase or the inertnes 
of acldevement, in the use of films, be significantly influenced by I.Q.? One 
er the conclusions of Sister M. Jamesetta Slatter,ylO pertinent to the signifi-
8Wes1ey Caspers, "An Experimental Evaluation ot Certain Kotion Picture 
Films in Selected Educational Psychology Classes in Kansas Colle&es" (Doctor's 
thesis, University ot Minnesota, 1956). 
9Guy Burger Hamman, "A Study of Several Factors and Their Relationships 
to Achievement in High School Chemistry b.Y Use of Factorial Design and Covar-
iance" (Unpublished Doctor's theSiS, University of Kansas, 1961). 
lOSister M. Jamesetta Slatter.y, "An Appraisal of the Effectiveness ot 
Selected Instructional Sound Motion Pictures and Silent Filmstrips in Elemen-
tary School Instruction" (Doctor's thesiS, Catholic University, 1953). 
10 
cance of. I.Q. in learni."'lg from fUms was that 'PUPils of higher intelligence 
attained correspondingly higher scores in achievement. Also, with tne rifth 
grade pupils she tested, filmstrips were significantly more effective than 
sound motion piotures. 
Besides achievement in course material, the teaching of various skills is 
also a major context within which the motion picture has been researched. Film 
loops were used by Stein for instruction in a beginning typing class at the 
high school level. He found that the experimental group became more rapid 
typists, but the control group were more accurate.ll Harby,12 in determining 
the relative effectiveness of film loops with face-to-face demonstrations of 
tumbling, concluded that a filmed demonstration is at least as effective as a 
face-to-face demonstration. 'I'he findings of Drury,13 however, would not con-
cede even that much eff'ectivlimess to films. He taught beginning tumbling to 
college freshmen using motion pictures but could find no significant difference 
in acquiring the skill of tumbling from using films than from any other method 
of teaching tumbling. Hirsch14 reported nan-significant differenoes in the use 
llSarah C. Stein, "An Experimental Study of the Use of Motion Picture 
Film Loops in the Instruction 0.£ Beginning Typewriting" (Unpublished Doctor t s 
thesis, Un:tversity ot Southern California, 1958). 
12s .F", Harby, "Evaluation ot a Procedure for Using Daylight Projection 
Film Loops in 'leaching Sldlls," Technical Report SDC 269-7-25 (Port Washington, 
N.Y: Special Devioes Canter, 19$2). 
13Francis A. Drury, "An Evaluation of Visual Aids in the Teaching of 
Tumbling" (Doctor's thesis, State UniverSity of Iowa, 1959). 
14Richard S. Hirsch. "'Experiments in Rine Marksmanship Training--Film 
Experiment," Audio-Visual Communications Review, 5(Fall, 19,7), 552 • 
. 
11 
o! films for the teaching or marksmanship when compared to the efforts of' the 
bast ins~ructors teaching marksmanship. 
In the realm ot motion pictures and attitudes, Charters acted as chairman 
for a. series ot studies sponsored by the Payne Fund during the thirties. Con-
clusiOn3 included the assertion that attitudes of high school boys and girls 
can be changed by means of motion pictures .1, 
Lewtnl6 conducted a 8t~ for the National Council of Teaohers in English. 
SiJety-eight groups of high school students in twenty-eight different cities 
participated in the study. He sought to ascertain: 
1) if' movie habits of adolescents can be improved significantly through. 
the medium of the English olass; 
2) whether disoussion of photoplays oan develop more wholesome ideals 
and attitudes; 
) whether satisfaotory literary experiences can be achieved through 
the cinema. 
Results ot the study indicated the experimental groups to be superior to the 
control group in three waysz 
1) in answering the final questionnaire, the experimental groups were 
superior to the control group; 
2) in ranlci.ng photoplays the experimental groups were closer to the 
teaChers' criteria with a correlation of .,9 as against .41 tor the 
oontrol groups; 
) in rating ten pictures at the end of the exper11nent, the experimental 
groups were clo15er to the teachers' rating with a correlation of .96 
as against .6) for the control groups. 
15vi.W. Charters (chairman). Motion Pictures and Youth: A Swmn8Q (New 
York: Macmillan, 193). 
l6w!lliam Lewin, Phototlay Appreciation in American High Sohool,:a (New 
York: Appleton-Century, i93 ). 
12 
Wicklinel7 studied 10th, Uth and 12th graders and motivational films. 
He concluded that the experimental group, after seeing motivational fUms, 
showed a non-significant positive change from pretesting to posttesting. The 
attitudes of the control group changed significantly t. a more negative posi-
tion fram pretesting to posttest1ng. Generall1, there were no significant dif 
ferenees between pretesting and posttesting scores tor males or females, except 
for the control group males who changed significantly more negatively. 
Merr:ill18 experimented with attitude films' effect or! attitudes. Attitude 
films were def1ned as films "devoted to sounds, speech and pictures 1ntended 
to wake a mood, to give a sense ot reality or to create suspense. Customarily, 
the attEll!lpt to shift or reinforce attitudes is developed through a dramatic 
plot • ..u His findings indicate that the initial effect ot attitude tilms 
is manipulation ot the cognitive component ot attitude. Attitude tilms do not 
Communicate "pure" eftect. 
One reference that was tound to a situation in which the motion picture 
was taught as a separate course with1n a junior high school English program 
was reported by Sister M. Luke.19 By'means ot a test in the middle ot the unit 
and one administered at the end, Sister concluded. that greater inSights 1n 
17Lee E. Wickline, "The Use ot Motivational FUms to Favorably Ohange the 
Attitudes of High School Students toward Science and Scientists," USOE project 
#729 (Charlestoru W. Virginia Department ot Mucation, 1962). 
18rrving R. Merrill, "Attitude Films and Attitude Changes," Audio-Visual 
Communication Review, X(January, 1962), 3-13. 
19Sister Mar.Y Luke, "Shouldn't We Teach Them the Movies?" Education, 84 
(Januar,y, 1964), 310-312. 
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aesthetio appreoiatioTLS and erit.ioal disorimination were aohieved by the stu-
dents. Upon oloser investigation, however, through oorrespondenoe with Sister, 
it was found that her study was not executed within the limits of an exper1men-
tal design; that is, t.here were no controls, no attempts to measure or evalu-
ate, etc. 
In 1955 Bledsoe20 conducted a "Comparative Study of Values and Critical 
Thinldng Skills of a Group o£ Fdueational Workers." The design of the study 
is strikingly similar to the study ot this thesis" including the choice of mea-
suring instruments and the procedure. There are, however, the following impor-
tant differences s in Bledsoe's study the group observed was a olass of graduate 
students enrolled in a research methodology course; the purpose of his study 
was to compare the value and oritical thinking scores of the grOU!, of graduate 
students without comparing t.hese scores to those of arr:r oontrol group. Results 
of the study inoluded the fact that there was no appreciable gain in so ores ot 
the "Study of Values" but there was some significant gain in soares of the 
"Oritioal Thinking Appraisal. 1t 
From this review of the literature in the field, it oan be seen that there 
has been researoh ooncerning the use of films in the olassroom, moreover, this 
research is not in merely an embryonic stage of development, but its beg1nnin.gs 
can be traoed to the early part of the century. Research pertinent to the mo-
tion pioture as a separate course of stuttY, however, which is overviewed and 
evaluated. in tElrma of an experimental situation, is not evident. The writings 
20Joseph C. Bledsoe, "A Oomparative Study of Values and Critical. Thinking 
Skills of a Group of Eduoational Workers," The Journal of Educational Psyohol-
.2Il, XLVI (November, 195,), 408-417. 
that can be found on t.he subject of motion pict.ures as a separate course in the 
curriculUlll are in the line of encouragement for such courses, citing the values 
of such courses, the need for t.hem, etc. Oharacteristic of such writings is 
that of K.G. Collier who sees using good films as a field and method of stuq, 
which will cont.ribute to moral growth of students in a form that "bites into 
the students t mind and provokes strong vies and judgments of his ow, and whioh 
can be studied under a system that builds mainly on disoussion and independent 
work by the student.u2l Sheben bemoans the faot that the motion pioture's 
growth in our currioulum is retarded, but he realistically shows an awareness 
of t.he stumbling blocks involved in the use of films in the classroOM, suoh as, 
the expense, the inconvenienoe of presenting a film, eto.22 
In a survey of motion picture appreCiation conducted by Ohio State, 1.$4 
teaohers were questioned and unanimously agreed that. every child should be re-
quired to spend time in high school studying standards so as to help in ohoos 
better standards. Of the group; 152 teachers felt it would make people critic 
or present movies. In considering the formulation ot attitudes through films 
the researchers commented. 
Controlled experiments in the latter area have been too few and too 
poorly organized to provide any convincing objective data. Of gen-
21K.G. Collier, ltHigher Education and the Discrimination of Values," !!!! 
British Journal of Educational Studies, XIII (November, 1964), 29-40. 
22Shoben, p. 55. 
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era! opinions there are many and they point preponderantly to 
effectiveness of the film in helping to mold attitudes in such 
emotional-intellectual areas as racial-religious tolerance, in-
ternational vi~oints, and social and economic sensitivity and 
understanding.23 
It seems too that regard for the film's utilization in the classroom is 
not singular to our country alone. In England, for example, the government de-
cided to double the budget on the British Film Institute. This was the Insti-
tute which during the summer of 1964 ran a seminar having as a thematio point 
suggestions for art and commercial film.8 t useful approaches in our schools. It 
was reported at that time that British schools are doing little mOl'e than show-
ing and discussing isolated films, 
In universities almost nothing is being done, though at London, 
film can be studied in the Extra Mural Department. The most 
promising development is in the training coll eges. The Coll age 
of the Venerable Bede at Durham runs film as a main course, ~ 
as an optional subject it will begin next year at Eastbourne. 
The seminar was one definite effort to point to the actual state of affairs and 
then move in a direction of reassment and reconstruction. 
Although consideration of films as a course of studJ is too often limited 
to a kind of subjective treatment of educated oonjectures and opinion-making, 
this type of .Titing has its plaoe. It may be influential in encouraging the 
research of em:pi.rical data. The present study canst! tutes one small effort to 
a.ssess movies as a ourriculum unit and to contribute quantitative and qualita.-
tive data relevant to such assessment. 
2.3James S. Kinder, Audio Visual Materials and. Techniques (New Yorks 
Amerioan Book Co. J 19.50) J 270. -
24The Times, Fducational. S~plement, August 28, 1904, 26.5. 
I. HyPot.hesi. 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN AND PROCEDURE 
The hypot.hesis for this study has been formulated as a null hypothesis. 
Aooeptance of this hypothesis is to oonolude that the observed difference is 
due to chanoel rejection of the hypothesis is to conclude that t.he difference 
is real or noncnance. The specifio null hypothesis proposed for this studT iSI 
at the completion 01 a six weeks course on the motion picture, no signitioant 
changes are effected in the participating high sohool seniors' pattern 01 valu 
or skill in oritioal thinking. To rejeot the null hypothesis dillerenoes of 
mean scores from pretesting to posttesting must reaoh the 5% level of signifi-
oance. 
II. Sample 
One hundred high school seniors were original.ly inoluded in the study. 
fifty in the axperimental group and filty in the oontrol group. At the sohool 
of the pUot st.udy t.here were approximately two hundred seniors being taught 
the course on motion piotures. From this total senior olass an experimental 
group of fifty students was randomly selected, using a table of random numbers. 
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The control group was selected from the senior class ot a high school in a 
neighboring City. This high school seemed a valid population trom whioh to se-
lect a control group that would be comparably matched with the seniors ot the 
experimental group: bott.l SChools are co-educational, employ the same general 
tour-1ear program for theirF.nglish curriculum, and draw their enrollment from 
the same socia-economic strata. 
The groups comprising the experimental design vere equat"ed on the basis of 
intelligence scores. The equat.ing process reduced the original number of suD-
jects to ninety--torty-tive in eacn group. There were twent"y-tnree males and 
twent"y-t"wo temales in the experimental grouPI there were twent,,1'-one males and 
twenty-tour females in the control group. 
:tIl. !bperimental Den&!! 
The design of the study was set up aocording to the pretest"-postt,,est tech-
nique. 'rhe variable represented in the design was that ,ot student" partioipa-
tion in a six weeks oourse on the motion picture. Partioipat"ion included ad-
herenoe to standard academic requirement"s regarding regular at"tendance at lec-
tures and discussions, the use ot textbooks, and the submission ot assignments. 
IV. Instruments Used 
As part" of the pretesting both groups were administered the ROtis Quiok 
Scoring Ment"al Abilit"l Test" (Gamma Test, Form PM) which served as the instru-
ment for equating the experimental group and the control group. The otis is 
designed to measure mental &bi11t,,1', thinking power and mental maturity. Norms 
tor the test are based on the distribution ot scores for approximat~ 120,000 
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adults, 18 years of age and older. The test oonsists of eighty mixed items, 
some verbal, some arithmetioal, and some spatial. There is a time limit ot 
thirty minutes for the test. 
The second test administered during the pretesting was the "Allport, Ver-
non, Lindsey study' ot Values" (1960 edition). The purpose ot this test is to 
measure the relative prominence of six basic interests or motives in personal-
ity;the theoretical, econooric, aesthetio, SOCial, political, and religious-a 
class:tfioation based on F.duard Spranger's TyPes of lien. The following stat .... 
ments summarize the descript.ions ot eaah type given by the authors of t.he "Stu 
of Values" l 
Theoretical - Trds person has a keen interest in the discover,r 
ot truth. Characteristically he seeks to observe and to reason. 
His attitude toward lite is oognitive; that is, there is a search 
for identities and differenoes. This person strives to order and 
to systematize knowledge. 
F.conomio - This person is basically interested in what is useful 
and tends to regard unapplied knowledge as waste. He is likely 
to confuse luxury with beauty. Regarding persons this individual 
would be more interested. in surpassing them with wealth than in 
dominating them. 
Aesthetio - This person finds his ohief interest in the artistio 
episodes of life. A characteristic tendency is toward individu-
alism and self-suffioien.oy. When politioal aotivity represses the 
person's indi viduali ty, he would oppose suoh aoti vi ty. This per-
son is likely to confuse beauty with :purer religious experience. 
Social - This person prizes other individuals as ends rather than 
as means, and would probably think of eoonomio and theoretioal at-
titudes as cold and inhuman. This person can be desoribed as kind, 
~athetic, and unseltish with a tendency to regard love as the 
only suitable torm of human relationships. 
Political - This person shows leadership among peers. Competition 
and struggle play a significant part in this person t s life. A 
primary personal interest is in power. 
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Religious - This person aotively and eagerly partioipates in life. 
An attempt is made to oomprehend the oosmos as a whole. The direc-
tion of this person is toward the oreation ot the highest value 
experienoe.l 
The test oonsists of a number ot questions based upon familiar situations 
to whioh are provided two alternative answers in Part I and tour alternative 
answers in Part II. In all# twenty responses are given for eaoh of the six 
values. Preferenoes are reoorded numerioally tor eaoh alternative answer. The 
soores for eaoh value are summed and then a simple correction is applied. The 
corrected soore represents a soore for that type of value. Twenty minutes is 
the usual time required for the test. 
The last test to be administered during the pretesting was the 1904 edi-
tion ot the "Watson-Glaser Critioal Thinking Appraisal" (torm ZM). As de-
scribed in the Manual# the test requires the "applioation of some of the impor-
tani abilities involved in critical thinking ••• consisting of tive subtests 
designed to measure different, though interdependent, aspeots of critical 
thinking.,,2 Each ronn, IM and ZM, consists of 100 items. These items compose 
~he five subtestsl inference (twenty items), recognition of assumptions (10 
items), deduction (25 items), interpretation (24 items), and evaluation of ar-
guments (15 items). The time required for the appraisal is usually fifty 
minutes. 
1Allport, Vernon, Lindsey, p. 3. 
2Watson, Glaser, p. 2. 
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During the posttest1ng the "Study or Valu •• " was re-administered. As 
there is no alternate form to this inventory of interests, the test vas iden-
tical to that or the pretesting. 'or the "Critical. Tb:.i.Dk1ng Appra1aal.," bow-
eYet', an alternate form was ws84 during the postteat1Dl. 
The t1nal test administered during the poattestin& vas a movie 1nventol7 
construoted by the investigator. Tbe 1m'entory oonsist. or twent;y-five mul-
tiple choioe ltems, 13 or whioh perta1r1 to oognitive 1nalghts and 14 to &tfec-
tift preferences (see Tables 7 and. 8 tor div1alon of it .. ). It ......... 000-
s1deNd to be oognitift or aflective on tbe basis ot distinctions made b7 
Krathvohl, .Bloom and. Maa1a1 
Cogm:ti'V$t • • • -.pbUise remembering or reproducing sOlDArth1ng 
Wh1Cb baa preauaably been learned, u well &8 objectl.,... which 
involve tolle sol v1ng of aome intellective tuk tor WhiCh the in-
di vidual baa to det.end.ne the essential problem and then reorder 
given _te1"181 or o<.llb1ne it With ldeas, methods, or procedures 
preT.loualy laarnec:l.3 
Affectlve' • • • ..,baaiZe a feeling tone, an amotion, or a de-
gree of acceptance or rejection. Affective object! ..... vary !rem 
simple attention to selected pbenomena to complex. but 1nteraal.l¥ 
consistent quaU tiu of charaCter and consc1enoe.4 
Fr. t he book lI'1lJII. and Sonool intormat.1on ... tOWld that contributed. to 
lDav1d R. Krathwohl., Benjam1n S. Bloom, Benram B. 1-4.&81a, T~ot 
Educational Objectives. The Olaas1floation of Educational Ooals. ~i=-n t 
Aflective Doma1n (!lew lork. David HcKq 00. Inc., 1964), o. 
4Ibid., p. 7. 
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the construction of it_ S,S 1t. 0,6 1tem 7,7 1t_ 8,8 and item 11.9 Item 2S 
was baaed on 1Df'ormation given in ~cs of FUm.l0 How to Do It,S published 
by the fila Council ot Aaertaa provided material tor 1t_ 4.11 From the read-
ings and Ulustrat10ns round in the TaxooQlO" of E'dueat1onal Object1ve~, 1t_ 
14,12 1t_ IS,13 1t_ 16,14 1t_ 2O,1S and item 2216 were constructed. The 
balanoe of the 1tems, that 1s, items 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 1), 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 23 and 24, were constructed on the baa1& of general readings of the inves-
tigator. 
The preferred response to _ell stataent was detendned by the investiga-
tor. These responses were not weighted. The result. of the I'lOvie 1nYel'.ltol'T 
~., Jh 122. 
7Ibid., p. 12.3. 
Btbid., 
9Ib1d., p. 13S. 
10Joaepb Feldman and tIarr.Y !t'eldman, Dze!!r4C& or the ~ (ftew York. Her-
mitage Hcaae, Inc., 19S2), 229. 
URobertson S1llars4 "How to Evaluate F1lm8 tor CoIIImmi.tT US8," How !9 
Do Its, pamphlet no. 1 \Chioacol li'Um Council of !.merioa, 1948), 10. 
12Kratbwobl et al., p. 1)1. 
131b1d., p. 1.31. 
14Ibid., p. 141. 
lSIb1d., p. l49.-
16rbide, 1h 1S3. 
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ia represented by a raw score. 
V. Cour .. 'i'aupt 
The course on motlon piotures, required ot all seniors, had u ita broad 
objective: teaching the tlla as an art form. Among the more detailed objectivea 
were acquaintance with basic terminology, tec1m1que and history of the tilm. de-
velopment ot sldlll to effectively' on tloi.e and evaluate films both orally and. 
in written form. Procedures employed dur1nc tne COUl'"8e included lectures, dis-
oussiona, oral and written critiques. The oourse wu taugnt jointly by a team 
of two teachers. 
VI. Acquiri!1i the nata 
As the purpose of the exper1aent was to o~a:re th.e pattern ot values and 
the critical thinking skills ot th.e students both before and atter exposure to 
the oourse on the motion picture, arrangements were made tor pretesting and. 
posttestinge The pretest was given to the &lCper1mental group and the control 
group on successive mondngs. This first battery ot teats, that 1s, the "Study 
of Yalu .. ," the "Otis Quick Sooring Mental. Abilities Teat" and the "Critical 
Tbinking Appraisal" (form ZM). was administered to both groups by the investi-
gator one week betore the cClDllt8nCement of the courae. The poat'teats were also 
administered. by the invutigator to both groupa on auce .. ai ve l'Ilorninga, during 
the tinal week ot the six weeks oourse. Poattestilll oons1ated of adra1nisteriDg 
the "Study of Values," the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" (torm YM). and the 
teacher-made inventOl7. 
Atter the collection ot the data, measures of oentral tendency and. varia-
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bility were oomputed on suoh variables as exposure to the oourse and sex. 
Gains in soores from pretesting to posttesting were measured by differences in 
mean scores. Results were expressed in terms of ntH values and levels of 
significance. 
CHAPTER. I y' 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
As reported previously, the experimental group and the oontrol group were 
equated on the basis of intelligenoe scorea. Table 1 indioates further that 
the two groups were equated on the basis of a oomparison of so ores from the 
"Study of Valueslt and the "Critioal Thinld.ng Appraisal." Using the Ittll test, 
the differences between mean so ores for the experimental group and the control 
group were found to be non-signifioant. The only value showing a slight sig-
nificance vas "religious" on whioh the oontrol group's higher mean indicated 
a 10% level of significance for difterences on that partioular 8ubsoale. 
Data from the posttest1ng (Table 2) indioates that at the end of the per-
iod during whioh the variable, a course on motion pictures, was introduced to 
the elCperimental group, the experimental group and the oontrol group remained 
comparable. There were no significant difterences Whatsoever in comparing 
mean scores tor the HStu~ ot Values" and the "Critical Thinking Appraisal," 
including that of the "r6Ug1ous" subscale which had showed a difference, 
slightly Significant, on the pretest. 
In contrast to Tables 1 and 2 whioh measured the differences between the 
2, 
TABLE l ... -Comparison of the experimental group and the control group on the 
"Study of Values" and the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" (pretest) 
Mean S.D. Value of Level. of 
.Exp. Cont. Exp. cont. "t" significance * 
(11J-4,) (N-45) 
Study of Values 
Theoretical 38.1 )6.9 6.9 0.9 .81 non-significant 
Economic 39.8 38.3 7., 7.3 .92 non-significant 
Aesthetic )6.1 35.7 1.2 1.8 .25 non-significant 
Social 38.2 39.2 6.3 1.9 .65 non-significant 
Political 40.8 41.1 1.6 6.4 .61 non-signU'icant 
Religious 38.2 41.1 1.3 7.2 1.86 non-sign1.f'icant 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal (ZM) 60.6 bO.4 9., 9.0 .13 non-significant 
* For a .05 level of significance a Nt" value of 1.99 is needed} for a .01 
level of significance a "tit value of 2 .b4 is needed. 
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TABLE 2.-Comparison of the experimental group and the oontro1 group on the 
"Study of Values" and the "Critioal Thinking Appraisal" (posttest) 
Hean S.D. Value of Level of 
(:45) Cont. Exp. Cont. Itt" signifioance *' (14-4'1 
Study of Values 
Theoretical 38.4 )0.9 6.7 0.6 1., non-signi!icant 
EconODlic 40.0 38.4 7.8 7., .98 non-significant 
Aesthetic 3,.4 )6.4 0.6 8.5 .01 non-significant 
Social 39.8 42.0 7.5 7.6 1.41 non-significant 
Political 40.8 40.4 7.5 7.2 .26 non-significant 
Religious 38.9 39.5 0.2 7.0 .41 non-significant 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal (1M) 06., 08.2 9.7 7.2 .91 non-significant 
* For a .05 level of significance a ntH value ot 1.99 is needed; tor a .01 
level of significance a "t" value of 2 .64 is needed. 
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two groups at the time of pretesting and of posttesting, Table 3 shows the 
differenoes, within eaoh group, from pretesting to posttesting. Regarding the 
"Study of Values," neither the experimental group nor the oontrol group showed 
any signifioant differenoes between mean soores fram pretesting to post testing. 
On the "Critioal Thinking Appraisal,1I however, differenoes from pretest to 
posttest were at the 1% level of signifioanoe tor the experimental group and 
.1% level of signifioanoe tor the oontrol group. These levels of significance 
can be misleading, however, if attention is not Oalled to the faot of the test 
oonstruotors t prooedure of equi-r>eroentile equating in whiCh a raw soore on 
one form is oonsidered to be equivalent to a raw soore having the same percen-
tile rank on the other form. It oould happen, for example, that a differenoe 
in raw soores should be attributed to differences in the two forms of the test 
rather than to changes in the individuals tested with both forms.l With this 
prooedure of equating forms in mind, the differenoes between means takes on a 
new dimension. 
The experimental f~oupts mean for the pretest placed the group at the 
58th percentile. Their score on the posttest was equivalent to that of the 
pretest so that their rank for the posttest remained at the 58th percentile. 
For the oontrol group some gain did occur in percentile rank trom pretest to 
posttest. On the pretest, their mean score ranked them at the 58th percentile, 
the same as the experimental group, but on the posttest their score was not 
equivalent to but higher than that ot the pretest, thus raising their percen-
lWatson, Glaser, P. 8. 
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TABLE 3.--Comparison of changes on mean scores fram pretesting to posttesting 
for the experimental group and the control group on the "Study of Values" and 
the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 'N-45} CONTROL GROUP (N-4S> 
l'le&1l i).JJ. bf:ti l'lee.n i).V. r.a..ew.1 ne t"OSu rre rosu "tit ltTe t"OSti It"re yos,. "tit of S 
Study of Values 
* * Theoretical 38.1 )8.4 6.9 0.7 .21 n.s. l36.9 )0.9 6.9 6.6 
-
n.s. 
Economic 39.8 40.0 7.5 7.8 .12 n.s. )8.3 )8.4 7.3 7.5 .06 n.s. 
Aesthetic 36.1 35.4 7.2 0.6 .41 n.s. 35.7 36.4 7.8 8.5 .39 n.s. 
Social 38.2 39.8 6.3 7.5 1.OS n.s. 39.2 42.0 7.9 7.6 .49 n.s. 
Political 40.8 40.8 7.6 7.5 
-
n.s. 41·7 40.4 6.4 7.2 .90 n.s. 
Religious 38.2 38.9 7.3 6.2 .48 n.s. 41.1 39.5 7.2 7.0 p..0) n.s. 
Critical Thinking 
AP1>raisal 00.6 06.5 9.5 9.7 2.88 .01 60.4 68.2 9.0 7.2 r·38 .001 
* For a .05 level of significance a "t" value of 2.02 is needed; for a .01 
level of significance a "t" value of 2.70 is needed. 
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TABLE 4.--Changes in percent.ile rank on the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP COifI'ROL GROUP 
Pre Post Pre Post 
;.cUe %i1e Dirr. it %i1e %Ue Dirt. * 
Entire Group ,8 58 0 Entire Group 58 60 2 
(N • 45) (N • 45) 
Males 70 68 -2 Males 60 04 4 (N • 23) (N • 21) 
Females SO 54 4 (N • 22) 
Females 60 OS 8 
(i'4 • 24) 
* P9Sttest percentUe rank minus pretest percentUe rank 
tn. rank to the bOth percentile. 
'fable .3 by i tselt, then, is misleading it one doesn' t take into account 
the equating ot raw scores by percentile rank. Al though the table is val.1d tor 
indicating ditterences in meana by way of the "t" test, it can create a talse 
impression of the actual gains eftected. 
To oftset the incorrect impression that may be g1 yen by using only the "t" 
test to report dirterences in mean scores on the "Cntical Thinldng Appraisal," 
Table 4 shows these ditterenoes by way ot percentile rank. From this table it 
can be seen that trom pretesting to posttesting the experimental group remained. 
at the same percentile level, even though there was an increase in mean soores. 
The oontrol group's gain in m.ean scores ettected a shitt trom the 58th percen-
tile to the 60th peroentile as well as a ohange from stanine 5 to stanine 6. 
wben di riding the groups aooording to sex, we note that the males ot the 
experimental group lowered in rank by two percentiles trom pretest to posttest 
while the oontrol group's males raised their rank by two percentiles. In both 
groups the t8.ll8les soored a higher percentile rank trom pretest to posttest-
those or the experimental group raised their rank by tour percentiles and those 
in the control group by eight percentiles. Considering the high standard devi-
ations of the normative sample (10.5 for the pretest and 10.9 tor the posttest) 
and the oorresponding larger standard error of measurement, none ot these OhAne-
in percentile rank seems signiticant other than those perhaps or the temales. 
For Tables 5 and 6 reterenoe should also be made to Table 4 in regard to 
ohanges in soores on the "Cn tical Th.1.nk1ng Appraisal" trom pretesting to post-
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testing. The sex differenoes have already been commented on in terms of change ~ 
in percentile. Table, indicates these ohanges in terms of the value of "tit 
which is barely signifioant for males, and signifioant at the ,% level for fe-
males in the experimental group. Table 6 indicates the difference in means 
from pretesting to posttesting to be at the ,% level of signifioance for the 
males and to be very signifioant (.l%) for the females of the control group. 
As for the changes in means on the "Study of Values," there were no significant 
changes trom pretest to posttest for males or females in either the experimen-
tal or the oontrol group. It appears fairly certain that a course of short 
duration is not likely to produce a signifioant change in basic values, that is 
cause a restructuring of a hierarohy formed over a relatively long period ot 
time. It may be, however, that the impact at such an exposure to the variable 
in question may not be immediately felt, and that the restructuring of values 
may take place gradually, thus escaping immediate measurement. Control of 
other variables, however, is not at all feaSible, so such a hypothesis escapes 
testing. 
A summary report ot all the instruments used, broken down to male and to 
female differenoes, is represented in Table 7. Of the data on this table, con-
sideration will be given initially to the "Study of Values." 
Even a cursory examination reveals 1ihat expectations of oommon experience 
are met regarding the general pattern of values oharaoteristic ot males and of 
females) that is, the females are generally higher in Aesthetic, Social and 
Religious values whereas the males oharacteristically score higher on Economic, 
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TABLE 5.--Sex ditterenoes from pretesting to posttesting for the experimental 
group on the "Study of Values" and the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" 
MALE3 (.N-23) F»tALES (N-22) 
Mean S.D. I LeveJ Mean :i.p. LeiVlil 
PJ.-~ Post P:r'e pon "tit ot S Pl'e Post ~e __ ~OSj "ttl of 
Study of Value. 
i1l- *' 
Theoretical 41.1 40.6 7.5 8.2 .21 n.e. ~7.1 38.0 5.6 B.5 .40 n.e 
Economic 44.3 45.1 7.5 6.6 .38 n.s. ~7.0 36.7 5.4 6.5 .16 n.s 
Aesthetic 34.0 33.8 b.5 5.2 .11 n.s. ~0.4 39.3 6.3 6.5 .56 n.s 
Social 36.3 )6.) 5.6 5.8 
-
n.s. 42.2 44.8 5.5 6.8 P..35 n.e 
Political 43.7 46.5 7.9 6.7 1.27 n.e. ~9.9 38.) 6.8 6.4 .78 n.s 
Religious 35.5 37.4 6.9 5.6 .99 n.s. 143.1 42.6 5.) ).) .35 n.s 
Critical Thinking 
~9.2 9.4 Appraisal b4.8 70.0 8.7 10.4 1.79 n.s. 06.0 8.5 2.40 .05 
*' For a .05 level ot significance a lit" value ot 2.02 i e needed; tor a .01 
level of Significance a 1ft" value of 2.70 is needed. 
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TABLE 6.-Sex differences from pretesting to posttesting for the control group 
on the "Study of Values tf and the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" 
MALliS (,.-21) FEMALE3 .(."-24) 
Mean S.D. LeveJ Mean S.D. lL>eve 
Pre Post _fre Po~1: "t" otS Pre Post Pre Post "t" of~ 
Stud1' of Values 
Theoretioal 41.4 40.8 5.9 5.9 .33 n.s. .34.8 35.3 6.3 0.0 .2; n.s • 
Economic lU.S 41."2 7.5 7.8 .12 n.s. 37.5 37.9 6.7 6.9 • 20 n.s, 
Aesthetic .33.9 37.2 8.1 9.2 ~.19 n.s. 39.4 37.8 6.5 7.9 .73 n.s 
Sooial 31.5 38.0 7.0 7.2 .22 n.s. ~3.2 42.7 7.5 6.5 .2.,; n.s 
Politioal 45.1 43.7 0.1 4.7 .79 n.s. ~O.O 39.4 5.1 5.7 .3; n.s 
Relle.ious .39.0 37.5 0.8 5.) .78 n.s. ~.8 44.1 6.4 6.4 .35 n.s 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal 61.9 68.6 10.4 7.3 2.39 .05 ~1.8 09.6 7.) 7.0 3.5(: .00] 
* For a .05 level ot significanoe a "t" value of 2.02 is needed; for a .01 
level or significance a "t" value of' 2. 70 is needed. 
~-, \E,. oj. -$" \ 




TABLE 7.--5ex differences in mean scores on subsoales of the "StuQy of Value." 
(pretest and posttest), the "Critioal 1bink1ng Appraisal" (pretest and post-
test), the Otis I.Q., and the Movie Inventor" 
EXPERIHEm'AL GROUP CONTROL GROUP 
~ IYaJ.UJI ~1g- Kean Ya..&,ue :~: 1"18.1.8 ": emaJ.~ of "to' nif. na..L8 £ IA ot"li" (1-23) (.-22) (N-21) (It-2!U 
StuQy of Values 
(pretest) 
Theoretical 41.1 37.1 2.0 In·s. 41.4 34.6 3.,9 .001 
Economic 44.3 37.0 3.6S .001 4l.S 37.S 1.82 n.s. 
Aesthetic 34.0 40.4 ~.23 .01 33.9 39.4 2.b6 .02 
Social 36.3 42.2 3.47 .01 :37., 43.2 2S2 .02 
Political 43.1 39.9 ~.b1 n.s. 4S.1 40.0 2.81 .01 
Religious 3,S 43.1 3.96 .001 39.0 44.8 2.83 .01 
Study of Values 
(posttest) 
Theoretical 40.6 36.0 1.02 n.s. 40.8 3,.3 2.99 .01 
Economic 4,.1 36.1 4.24 .opl 41.2 37.9 1.50 n.s. 
Aesthetic 33.8 39.3 3.09 .01 37.2 37.8 .2) n.s. 
Social )b.) 44.8 4.43 .001 38.0 42.7 2.21 .0, 
Political 4b.5 )8.3 4.14 .001 43.7 39.4 2.04 .02 
Religious 37.4 42.6 ).74 .001 31S 44.1 3.73 .001 
Critical Thinking 
Appraisal (pre) 64.8 59.2 11·98 In·s. 01.9 tl.8 .04 n.s. 
Cr! tical Thinking 
Appraisal (post) 70.0 06.0 1.31 In.s. oB.8 b9.6 .31 n.s. 
Otis I.Q. 114.8 1l0.6 1.41 In.s. !U2.1 11).1 .16 n.s. 
Movie Inventory 1l.2 12.3 1.04 ~.s. 10.7 12.0 1.2,3 n.s. 
* For a .05 level of significance a nt" value of 2.02 1s needed; for a .01 
level of significance a Itt" value ot 2.70 is needed. 
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Theoretical and Politioal values. This oonsistency of pattern oarried through 
for the experimental and the control group. As reported in Tables 5 and b, 
there were no significant changes from pretesting to post testing, so the patt~ 
would remain stable. In noting the differences of mean scores between the 
males and the females, it oan be observed that in almost every instance there 
is a signifioant differenoe between mean scores; that is, each sex has a ten-
denoy toward a definite value pattern that i8 signifioantly different from that 
of the opposite sex. 
Because the measures of the six values are not independent of one another, 
that is, high soores on one subsoale will effect a low soore on another value, 
it does not seem appropriate to go into a discussion of speoifio value ohanges. 
It should be noted, however, that all the mean soores for the ItStudy of Values" 
fall wi thin the range of 50% of all male or of all female soores on eaoh. value 
and can, therefore, be consldered Itaverage" in ratlng. These out-off scores 
for thelaveragelt range were determined by the test-constructors. 
In contrast to the sharp sex differences, that ls, the high levels of sig-
nifioance between male and female mean scores on the "Study ot Values, It there 
were no significant sex differences for ai ther group on the "Cri tioal Thinking 
Appraisal" on the pretest or on the posttest. For the experimental group's 
pretest, a 10% level of signifioance is reported for the difference between the 
male and female group, but this is not a signi.:f'icant level of di.:f'.:f'erence. 
For the otis I.Q., used to equate the experimental group and the control 
group, there is reported a non-signifloant difference between the mean 1.Q.'s 
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of the males and of the females in both groups. Not only are the experimental 
group and the control group equated on the basis of I.Q. but the males of both 
groups are comparable to one another and the females in both groups are oompar-
able ~o one another. 
The mean scores reported for the movie inventory r~present a raw so ore 
computed on the basis of preferred responses. ~able 1 reports no significant 
difference between means of males and of fe.ma.les in either group. In comparing 
the mean scores between the experimental group as a whole and the oontrol group 
as a whole, it was also found that no significant differences existed. 
Tables 8 and 9 represent an item analysis of the Ilovie inventory whioh was 
constructed to present insights into the cinematio appreciations and understani 
ings of the seniors tested. The analysis of the thirteen i terns pertinent to 
statements of the affective domain is reported in Table 8. From these data 
some insights oan be gained into the students' deoision-making to see a movie, 
their judgment of ltlether it was worth seeing, and what they feel they draw 
frOM moviel. 
Regarding the students' choioe to see movies, item 9 indicates that both 
groups are much infiuenced by what others have to say about a partioular film. 
ConSidering that a majority of responses indicated "ab1l1ty to amuse" as a rea-
son for liking or disliking a movie (item 2), it would seem possible that a 
ereat deal ot the discussion ot a movie might hinge on the humor present or ab-
sent in the movie. A substantial number ot responses were given to "capaoity 
tor depicting lite as it really isft as a reason tor liking or disliking a 
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TABLE B.-Item analysis ot movie inventory' (atfectiTe area) 
Exper. Control Exper. Control 
Item Choice GroUl) GroUl) Item Choice GroUl) Or(,Ur 
No. No. !' No. J No. No. .. !{ No. J 
1 A 8 18 7 16 11 A 7 16 7 16 
B 18 40 16 3$ B 23 $1 22 49 
'* C 18 40 21 47 *c 1$ 33 16 3$ 
D 1 2 1 2 D 0 0 0 0 
2 A 1 2 1 2 12 A 4 9 3 7 
13 23 $1 24 $3 B 23 $1 18 40 
* C 19 42 17 38 *c 17 38 24 $3 
D 2 4 3 7 D 1 2 0 0 
$ A 4 9 $ 11 IS A 1 2 4 9 
13 21 47 10 22 13 31 b9 30 b7 
* 0 19 42 29 b$ *0 11 2$ 10 22 
D 1 2 1 2 D 2 4 1 2 
6 A 0 0 0 0 17 A 3 7 2 4 
13 32 71 26 $8 * B 27 60 27 bO 
*0 13 29 19 42 0 0 0 1 2 
D 2 4 2 4 
7 A 18 40 12 27 E 13 29 13 29 
B 20 44 30 67 
*C 7 16 3 6 23 A 19 42 16 3$ 
B 5 11 4 9 
9 A $ 11 6 13 '* C 18 40 20 4$ 
*13 10 22 10 22 D 3 7 $ 11 
0 30 b7 29 6$ 
24 *A 30 b7 27 60 
10 A 0 0 0 0 B 7 16 8 18 
* B 44 98 38 84 C 1 2 1 2 
C 1 2 7 16 D 7 16 9 20 
* Preferred response 
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movie (item 2). This was supported by item 17, oonstructed to indicate the 
students' ohoice of a kind of movie to see, and the large percentage of both 
groups (w%) that indicated. the preferred response, "novel that was made into a 
film." The general disorimination of the students in selecting a movie to at-
tend was not, however, partioularly high for either group as shown by item 23. 
Slightly less than half the students in both groups indicated equal discrimin-
ation for their choice of a book as of a movie. An almost equal percentage of 
students. however, reported themselves to be more diSCriminating in their choic 
of a book than in their choice of a movie to attend. 
Several of the items pertained to insights or awareness the students may 
draw from movies. Movies could be somewhat related to real-lite situations for 
more than half the students of both groups (item 15), however, only one-fourth 
of either group saw "much relevanoy or connection with real-life situations." 
The relevancy of movies to real-life, as perceived by the students, is further 
indioated in items 11 and 12. Halt of the students in both groups felt that 
movies gave them inSights in human behavior (item 11) occasionally, while only 
one-third of the students in either group felt that these insights were given 
them frequently through movies. Sixteen percent of both groups responded 
"rarely" to the frequency of receiving such insight., in contrast to only 7% of 
both groups responding "rarely" to the frequency of deriving insights from 
movies on the "beauties and problems of life" (item 12). It was on this item 
that 15% more of the control group felt they received these inSights frequentlyJ 
about halt of both groups felt that these insights were received ocoasionall.y. 
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From item 24 it seems, though, that the students do prize insights into 
"the emotions and understanding of the thoughts ot the oharaoters" by the faot 
that two-thirds of the experimental group and almost as high a percentage or 
the control group ohose this response to indioate what they- value most in a 
movie. It's interesting to note that although suoh a high percentage of the 
students value muoh from a moVie It aoting that makes y-oo feel the emotions and 
understand the thoughts ot the oharaoters," item 11 indioates that hill of both 
groups felt that they received these insights rarely- or never. 
For these items ot the affective area there was a olose similarity in the 
pattern ot responses to the various items. A tew interesting deViations inclu-
ded the tact that almost halt of the control group viewed moVies with great en-
joyment whereas only 20% of the experimental group indicated this (item 6). 
The experimental group, responding to "how" they- attend a moVie (item. 7), shatec:1 
a smaller percentage of them "paying some attention to plot and oharacteriza-
tion" than the control group (44% experimental group; 01% control group), and a 
substantial peroentage of them (40%) going to movies .. just for t he story" in 
contrast to only- 21% of the control group going "just for the stor.y." 
Regarding discussion among friends of ideas contained in a stimulating 
moVie, two-thirds of the control group reported doing this frequently whereas 
less than hall" (42%) of the e:xperimental group reported doing this frequently. 
These deviations in pattern betWClen the experimental and the control group show 
a tendency- fer the control group to be more interested in and attentive to the 
movies they- see. These few items, however, do not warrant too broad or sweep-
ing a statement that would rel.eaate t.his distinction to t.he control group. 
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The responses to those items dealing with content of a more cognitive na-
ture are analyzed in Table 9. An impression of the students' attitude toward 
moVies as an art form is indicated in items 4 and 8. In responding to item: 8, 
half of the ex.perimental group and 1.aO% of the control group reveal that in at-
tending a movie it is usually with the idea that nit is some form of art, be it 
good or bad." The balance of each group are equally divided in choosing the 
responses "it has little to do with enjo.y.ing an art," and "it could be a work 
of art." This would seem to indicate that the students of both groups are gen-
erally of conflicting attitudes regarding moVies as art, although a slightly 
higher percentage ot the experimental. group teel it is a form of art. Related 
to this item is item 4 in which the vast majority ot students in both groups 
(82:;\ of the experimental group and 71% ot the control group) indicated that tlllG 
telt a "western" could just as well be as good a work of art as a musical. ~ 
a "western" is not as good a work of art as a musioal was thought to be true by 
one-fourth of the control group in contrast to the 11% ot the experimental grcq: 
that responded thus. 
Sane of the items gave insights into the students' Views regarding the 
morality of moVies and the need for a censoring index. Regarding the evalua-
tion of moVies, item 1.3 indioates that the majority of students in both groups 
felt that "the mass of moViegoers spend too little time evaluating the movies 
they see." Is this judgment made on the basis of their own habits? From item 
7 in which 27% of the control group and 40% of tue experimental group reported 
that they usua.lly attend a movie "just for the story," the insinuation might 
be that it is on the basis of their own evaluation habits-partioularly when 
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TABLE 9.-Item anal.ys18 of movie invent0Z'7 (cognitive area) 
Exper. Control Exper. Control 
It.. Choice OrOQl) GrOUl) It. Choice Grow Oro. 
No. rio. J, fio. ,., No. No. ~ l'o. )it 
3 *A 18 40 12 27 18 A 2 4 4 9 
B S 11 b 13 B 2 4 6 14 
C 10 22 14 )1 C 8 16 10 22 
D 0 0 2 4 *D )) 73 25 5S 
E 12 27 11 2S 
19 A 4 9 2 4 
4 A S 11 11 2S *.6 26 S6 2.3 51 
B 3 7 2 4 c 7 16 1.3 29 
*0 37 82 .32 71 D 8 18 7 lb 
6 It. 11 24 13 29 20 A 7 16 () 1) 
B 11 24 14 31 *.6 0 0 4 9 
... C 2.3 S2 16 40 c 2S 55 2.3 Sl 
D 1 2 4 9 
13 *A 26 sa 2$ 55 E 12 27 8 18 
.6 4 9 7 16 
c 15 33 13 29 2l A 1 2 0 0 
*a .35 78 .30 1)7 
14 A 14 31 8 18 0 2 4 2 4 
*8 22 49 34 7S D 7 16 13 29 
c 9 20 3 7 
22 It. 24 $3 16 .3$ 
11) A 2 4 12 27 B 8 18 12 27 
B 19 42 18 40 *0 12 27 11 2S 
*0 13 29 3 b D 1 2 6 1.3 
D 11 24 12 27 
2S A 2 4 6 13 
* B J6 80 l4 76 
C .3 7 2 4 
D 4 9 .3 7 
.... Preterred responae 
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oonsidering that only b~ ot the oontrol group and. 16% or the experimental. 
group indicated that they made a "det.ailed examination of the idea and struc-
ture of the movie.u 
Regarding an evaluating or oensoring index for moVies being neoeasar.y, 
three-fourths of the oontrol group disagreed with this, that is, indicated that 
the,. did feel suoh an index is neoessa1'7J half' of the experimental group felt 
a censoring index is necessa1'7. Indicating an unoerta1nty in their opinion 
were 20~ of the experimental group and 1% of the control group. The higher 
percent,age of students in the aperiment.a1 group indicating "uncertaintyt' could 
be attributed to the tact t.hat., through 1:.be oourse, 1:.ile atudenu' tb1nJd.ng re-
garding a censoring index vas ob.al.lenged and new thinkin& is evolVing. 
'10 judge the morality or a movie (i1:._ 18), only a small percentag. of 
both groups report.tad that tney .felt morality of a picture could be judged b-J 
billboal"ds, advertising, or the fact that a movie is advertised for "adulta 
onl,._" About one-.fUth of both groups telt that prenew of the movie would 
be a basis for judgment, while 7')% of the experimental group and 5,% of the 
control group felt that none of the mentioned criteria were a basis tor judgins 
a movie's morality_ For the majority or the students in both groups, a basic 
question to &nswer when evaluating a t1lm d.~ Wi tb such things all dope ad-
diction or abortion or au (it_ 21) i8, "Did it give insights into real life?" 
ot the experbtent.al group, 78% atlose this response as indicating a basis for 
evaluating a fil.atu morality and 67% of the control group. A. negligible per-
oentage ot the student.s in either group felt that to judge a tilm's moral.1ty, 
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a basic question to ask is "Was more than bO% of the film devoted to this sub-
ject," or "How was it rated by the Legion of Decency?" A minority of either 
group (15% in the experimental group a.nd 20% in the control group) felt that 
one should judge in terms of "Do I approve of that behavior?" 
Regarding theme (item 20), half of the students in both groups valued 
themes that are "unusual, clever." This quality of "unusual" was also prized 
by half of the experi."!lental group in evaluating the "direoting" of films and 
35% of the control group (item 22). One-fourth of either group would rank that 
movie on top which was tfstrikingly imaginative." From these responses it seems 
that the majority of students look for some quality of uniqueness or creativity 
in films. This seems to be supported by the fact that only 2% of the experi-
mental group and 13% of the control group chose the response r4 "fac'l;,ually cor-
rect" as the norm for suocessful directing. 
Item 22, dealing with successful directing, was one of the items which 
indicated a marked divergence in response patterns between the two groups. 
This divergence in pattern is true of item 14 as well which pertains to the 
need for an evaluating index. For the other items in the cognitive area, the 
response pattern was similar for both groups. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONOLUSIONS 
I. Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to measure the effectiveness of a course on 
the motion picture, incorporated into the English curriculum of a private high 
SChool, to increase scores in values and in critical thiDldng skills. A secon-
dary objective of the experiment was to gain some insights into t he apprecia-
tions and understandings of the students regarding the movies they see. 
II. Procedure 
A total population of ninety high sohool seniors partioipated in this 
study, forty-five in the eJCperimental group and forty·five in the control gr 
the students of eaoh group represented a random sampling of the total senior 
population at their respective schools. The approach to the study consisted 
the following prooedures. 
1. Selecting a high sChool whose seniors would be comparably 
matched with the seniors of the elq.'lerimental group. The 
school finally selected was matahed with the school of the 
pilot study on the basis of their four year English program, 
the fact of being co-educational, and having a. student en ... 
rollment from similar socio-econotlic strata. 
2. Constructing a twenty-tive item multiple choice inventory 
whioh dealt with students' attitudes and appreciations 
relevant to motion pictures. 
3. Pre-testing all stuclenta inoluded in the eJCperiment. 
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4. Equating the uperimental group and the control group on the 
basis ot Intell1genoe Quotient} this process deleted ten 
trca the original. group ot one hundred. 
5. Presenting the oourse on motion piotures to the experimental 
group. 
o. Re-testing the students after the oompletion ot the six 
weeks oourse. 
The instruments of the pretesting oonsisted of the "Otis Quiok Scoring 
Mental Ability Test,· the "Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal" (torm ZH) 
and the "Allport, Vernon, Lindze,y Study of Values." The posttesting consisted 
ot administering an alternate torm at the "Critical Thinking Appraisal, It the 
"Study of Values," and a teacher-made movie in'V'entory. After all pretests and 
posttests had been soored, t.be results were evaluated tor their statistioal 
significance. The data were studied in the tollowing ways. 
1. Acoording to value patterns and ori tical thinking skills 
characteristic of the experimental group and of the control 
group betore introdUCing the variable, a six weeks OOUTse on 
motion pictures. 
2. Acoording to value patterns and critical tbinking skills 
characteristic at both groups atter the experimental group·s 
exposure to the variable. 
J. According to sex ditterenoes in value patterns and critical 
thinking skills both belore and atter introduction ot the 
variable. 
4. Aooording to attitudinal and oognitive taotors indioated on 
the movie inventory. 
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III. 11'1nd1np 
The results of the experiment. are as follows. 
1. The differences in mean scores frmn tests of intelligence, 
values and cr1 tical thinking skills were statistiCB.1.ly non-
significant. at the time of pretesting, indicating that the 
experimental group and the control group were equated prior 
to the introduction ot the variable. 
2. The differences in mean scores between the experimental and 
tne control group on tests of valu.es and crt tioal thinldn& 
remained staUatioall.y nouignit1cant. alter the experimental 
group. s participation in the course on motion pictures, in-
dicating that the variable produced no signifioant changes 
in the pilot group. On tbe buia of this data, the null hy-
pothesis Jmlst be accepted. 
). When a test of sign!ticance was applied. to the difterences 
1n soores within each group trOll the tilIe of pretesting to 
posttesting, it shoved that tor both the experimental group 
and the oontrol group there were no d1.t'ferenoea statistioally 
signifioant in the area of pr1ntar;y lite values. Significant 
differences vere found, however, for both groupa in mean 
800res of the "Crt tical Tb1nld.ng Appraisal." frOl'l1 the time of 
pretesting to poattesting. 
4. The difference in on tioal thinking Il8&D aooru, though ata-
tisticall.T signifioant in terma of t.he "tit test, was only 
queationabl7 signifioant. when oonsidering 'the test constru.otora 1 
procedure of aquat1nt; the raw scor .. of the two forms of the 
"Cr1 tical. Thinking Appraisal." 
5. For bot.h the experiJlental group and the OOfJ.trol group, a sex 
difference was noted. in terms of: dirt.rene_ in mean soores 
tram pretesting t.o posttest1n,. It vas found 'that tor males 
and f.w... in both groups the differences were statistically 
nonsignificant on aubsoales or the UStuqy of Values." Sig-
nificant differences were found for oritioal thinld.ng sk1lls 
with the exception of males in the aper1mental. group when 
employing the "ta test ot significance. 
(). After examining the ohan, .. in mean ac0r8S for both groapa, 
noting sex ditterence., it was found that the female. in both 
groups raised their peroentUe ranks on the tleri tioal Thinking 
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Appraisal": females in the experimental group by 4 percentiles 
and those in the control group D.f 8 percentile places. The 
males of the experimental. group were 2 places lower at the 
time of post testing than at the time of pretesting} the males 
of the control group raised their percentile by 4 plaoes. 
7. Raw scores of the movie inventory were compared and the differ-
ence in mean scores between the experimental group and the con-
trol group waS statistically nonsignificant. 
8. An item analysis of the movie inventory indicated that the 
pattern of responses was quite similar between the experimental 
group and the control group. 
IV. Ass_tions and limitations 
The following assumptions and limitations should be mentioned: 
1. It is assumed that the instruments employed have content 
validity for the purposes of this stud¥. 
2. Gause and effect relationships (exposure to the variable and 
changes in values and critical thinking) are somewhat limited. 
This lim1 tation is due in great part to the fact that the con-
ditions could not be completely controlled. There were pos-
sibilities of many experiences and influences being operative 
upon both groups outside that of exposure or non-exposure to 
the variable. These uncontrolled situations, such as, other 
courses, may have augmented or detracted from changes produced 
by the experiences of the course on motion pictures. 
3. It is assumed that the control group was comparably matched to 
the experimental group so that efforts to determine what growth 
or changes may have taken place, by way of comparison, are valid 
efforts of comparison. 
4. It is assumed that value patterns and critical thinking skills 
are important outcomes, and that the students were Significantly 
concerned about giving accurate responses. 
5. The duration of six weeks is a relatively short time within 
which to effect changes in value patterns that have been grad-
ually defined by the students during a relatively long period 
of' time. 
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V. General Conclusions and Recommendations 
The outstanding fact which seems to be disclosed by this study is that 
values and critical thinking skills were not significantly altered after parti-
oipation in a six weeks course on motion piotures. The significant differenoes 
that were found existed between mean scores of males and females on the "Stuqy 
of Values," indioating a definite pattern of values for males which contrasted 
sharply with those of females. These differenoes were congruent With prior ex-
pectations. For the experimental f,TOUP and the oontrol group, statistically 
signifioant differenoes were also found on ohanges of mean so ores on the "Ori-
tioal Thinking Appraisal" from pretesting to posttesting. When oonsidering 
these differences, however, in terms of the equi-percentile ratint of the two 
forms used, it was questioned whether the differences on the "Critical Thinking 
Appraisal" were truly significant. 
The fact that the course was of such short duration leads one to wonder 
what ohanges might have been effected if the course extended for a longer per-
iod of time, for example, one full semester. In conjunction with this, a more 
ideal testing situation would be desired for such an experimental design--a tes 
ting 8i tuation in which all variables could be more rigidly controlled than was 
the case in this study. 
Added to these suggestions for further research, it seems that subsequent 
studies should include a delayed testing in addition to the immediate postte 
particularly in investigating the modification of value patterns. As the struc 
turing of a hierarchy of values is a gradual and relatively prolonged process, 
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the evaluation of changes might only be adequately measured atter some tiM is 
allowed for gradual restruotur1ng ot values. This comparison of immediate 
poatteatin& with delayed posttest1ng was not within the contines or this exper-
iment but the valae of saoh a prooedare is recognised. 
The tests involved in further researoh, teaoher-made or standardized, 
would be more in81ghttuJ. and. more adequate measures of evaluation if straotured 
more specif1cally toward attitu.des direotly conoern1ng motion pictures and the 
on tical analysis of films. Because ot the general nature ot standardized 
teata nov available on values and 01"1 tical tbinldni. ttuq lack this specifici t3' 
to most accurately measure the .fleet ot a oourse designed to treat mot1on pic-
tures as an art to1'll. 
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS QUESTIONNAIHE IS TO DISCOVER i THAT yOU rJY.LLY L?"?F.TI:CI1Vrn f.ND 
THINK ABOUT THE rIOVIES yOU SEE. COl!,sIDER FJl.CH r;u5STION C;'Jt17ULLY AND AI'SHER IT 
AS HmJESTLY AND FRANKLY LS YOU POSSIBLY CAN. TfIERE AR.1Z NO II RIGHT II OR 1I1ffiONG" 
ANSWERS. IT IS NoT EJE'ECTED THAT YOUR THOUGHTS OR FEELINGS OR AC:TIVITIES REIl .... 
TING TO HOVIES SHOULD BE LIIm THOSE OF ANYONE ?I,SE. 
ON YOUR .AHS\1ER SHEET CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE RESPONSE TH!iT YOU FK1. nOST COR-
RECTLY COHPLETES THE ?RECEDING STATEllENT. 





2. My liking or disliking a movie de:!?ends on the film's 
a. rating by reviev.rers. 
b. ability to amuse me. 
c. capacity for depicting life as it really is. 
d. moral. 
3. For a novel to be successful as a movie it is eSl?en'Gial that the story 
a. lends itself to pictorial yresentation. 
b. have a lively, interesting dialogue. 
c. have interesting characters. 
d. have a moral, 
e. be exciting and suspenseful. 
L,.. A movie that is a lIuestern" is not as good a uork of art as a musical. 
a. This statement 1'TOuld be true in most cases. 
b. This statement vTOuld be false in most cases, 
c. This statement could just as !foIl be t.rue as false, 
S. After seeing a stimulating movie, I discuss its ide8.s vnth friends 




6. I see most movies with 
a. little or no enjoyment. 
b. Clil nV8l"age atnGUl'it, of e~joyment. 
c. great enjoyment. 
7. Usually I nttcnd a movie 
a. just for the story. 
b. paying some attention to plot and characterization, 
c. maldng a detailed exam· nation of the idea and structure of the movie. 
8, Hhen I attend a movie, it is usually with the idea that 
a. it has little to do Hith enjoying an art. 
b. it could be a work of ~rt. 
c. it is some form of art, be it good or bad. 
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I decide to see a particular movie 
a. after spending Ii ttle or no time considoring HhDt I inll see. 
b. after first consulting movie reviews~ 
c. after hearing it discussed by others. 
10. After seeing a movie, usually I 
a. com,letely dismiss it from my mind. 
b. form a judgment as to uhether it vnlS '\vorth seeing. 
c. spend r,1any hours thihking about it. 










13. The mass of movieGoers spend too little time evaluatinG the movies they see. 
a. I agree lnth this statement. 
b. I disaGree Hith t;.1is statement. 
c. I am uncertain of hO"H I feel a.bout this statement. 
14. There is no need for an evnluating index or censoring index of movies. 
a. I ag-ree ui th this statement. 
b. I disagree uith this st~.tement. 
c. I am uncertain of half I feel about this statement. 
IS. It seems to me that most movies 
a. have little relevancy or connection l1ith real-life situations. 
b. 1.1ave some relevancy or connection "(nth real-life situations. 
c. have much relevancy or connection 1Tith real-life situations. 
d. have no relevancy or connection with real-life si"!:,uations. 
16. llha.t is most basic for film art's success? 
a. InsiGhtful and stimulatinr.; dialogue. 
b. A theme of depth and realism. 
c. Creative camera shot relationships. 
d. Caliber of acting. 
17. If I had a choice to make concerning uhat movie I Hould lilee to see, I'd 
most often choose a 
a. lIal t Iiisne:r film. 
b. novel that llas me-de into a film. 
c. "YJ"estern. 
d. Biblical "spectacular.!! 
e. comedy. 
18. The morality of a picture can be judged by 
a. billboards and advertising. 
b. the :?resence or absence of the phrase, "For i.dults Only." 
c. previe"VTs of ·t.he movie. 
d. none of the above. 
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19, The test of a good musical score for a film is that the music 
a, captivn.tes an audience d1J.rin~; the film so that they are very con-
scious of it. 
b. blends into the creation of the film so that the audience does not 
hear it consciously as music. 
c. possesses musical ve.lues that lTould merit it success if isolated 
from the film and1laced on a concert nrogram. 
d. periodi_cally fades out cOTn)letely so 8.s to enr-)hasize the action on 
the screen. 
20. If judging the value of a film by its theme, I'd rank t.hat film on top '!rThich 
had a theme that vIaS 
a. light but" suitable for enjoyment. 
b. momentous, e,ical. 
c. unusual, clever. 
d. unrealistic but very deli~htful. 
e. none of the above. 
21. After viewing a film that dealt l'nth dope addiction or abortion or sex, 
a basic question to ask uhen evaluating the film is: 
a. ~Ias more than 60% of the film devoted to this subject. 
b. Did it give insights into real life. 
c. How 1vas it rated by the Legion of Decency. 
d. Do I approve of that behavior. 




on top l'lhich" was 
a. unusual, convincing. 
b. smooth, good. 
c. strikingly ime.ginative. 
d. factually correct. 
v,Ihich of the follouing is most often true of you? 
a. I'm more discriminating in my choice of a book to read t!1an of a 
movie to see. 
b, lIm less discriminating in my choice of a book to read than of a 
movie to see. 
c, 11m equally discriminating in my choice of both a book to read and 
a movie to see. 
d. I am not very discriminating in either a book I read or a movie 
I see, 
vfuich co you value most in a movieY 
a. Acting that makes you feel the emot.ions and understand the thonghts 
of the characters, 
b. A stOI'"'J that makes you feel good and li~ht-hearted. 
c. Scenery that is brec.thtakingly lJeautiful. 
d. ili:ci tement and suspense. 
) 
11 movie reviel'1 stated in ,art, "11.11 the many :)eo,le on the screen are at 
complete ease in every scene. The children are ?ermitted to be'children, 
not encouraged to be actors. ':£'here is no r;lamour of any sort ••• 11 From 
this statement 110uld you infer that the film is 
a. dull, drab. 
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